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A  CHARACTERIZATION  OF /»-REDUCTIVE
LIE ALGEBRAS1

ROBERT LEE  WILSON

Abstract. Let £ be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra

over a field of characteristicp>0. Then £, has a completely reducible

faithful finite dimensional restricted representation if and only if £

has no nonzero nil ideals.

The finite dimensional Lie algebras possessing completely reducible

faithful finite dimensional representations have been characterized by

Jacobson, both over fields of characteristic zero [2] and over fields of

prime characteristic [3]. In [4, pp. 98, 99] the similar question is raised of

characterizing the finite dimensional restricted Lie algebras over a field

of characteristic /»>0 possessing completely reducible faithful finite dimen-

sional restricted representations. We call such Lie algebras p-reductive.

A characterization of these algebras is given by:

Theorem. Let £ be a finite dimensional restricted Lie algebra over a

field of characteristic /»>0. Then £ is p-reductive if and only if 2 contains

no nonzero nil ideals.

(A subset 5"£ fl is said to be nil if for every xeS there is some positive

integer n(x) such that xv"ix'=0.)

Proof. Let H be the restricted enveloping algebra of £ and 51 be the

radical of U. Since £ generates U the map T—»r|£ is a one-one map of the

representations of II onto the representations of £ and T is completely

reducible if and only if T|£ is. Since a representation T of U is com-

pletely reducible if and only if ker F"^ 9Î we see that £ is /»-reductive if

and only if 5Rn£=(0). Since 9în£ is clearly anil ideal of £ which contains

every nil ideal, the theorem is proved.

Let S denote the solvable radical of £. Since every nil ideal of £ is

contained in S we have:

Corollary.   IfQ is p-reductive so is £.
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Remarks. (1) The converse of the Corollary is not true. For example,

if £ is any finite dimensional semisimple restricted Lie algebra and 2B is

an irreducible restricted £ module with basis {«2¿|l^/_/-}, r7t2, we may

give the semidirect sum £+2B the structure of a restricted Lie algebra by

setting mp=my for all i, 1 ̂ /=r. Then ÏB is the solvable radical of £+ÍB,

2B is not /^-reductive (for m2—my spans a nil ideal), and £+2B is/j-reduc-

tive.

(2) Hochschild has shown [1] that every faithful finite dimensional

restricted representation of £ is completely reducible if and only if £ is

abelian and the map x-^-x" is one-one. Thus every nonabelian/>-reductive

Lie algebra has a faithful finite dimensional restricted representation which

is not completely reducible.
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